
Actinia A pattern designed by unikatissima

Actinia

About Actinia
Once I saw the Worm Scarf1 and when reading the instructions for 
the 'worms' I thought that you can knit great fringes this way.

I begun with wristwarmers and when finished they looked like the 
sea anemones called Actiniae2.
You can see that the wristwarmers feel at home in the coral reef 
and provide a warm hiding place for the fish ;-)

About this document
This document contains the instructions for the knitted fringes I 
call Actinia and for some wristwarmers, a headband, a ring and a 
brooch heavely fringed. I also added a short description on how to 
knit an I-cord.
Additionally I have included several project ideas about what else 
to fringe ;-)

Please note that I have spent quite a long time to compile this 
document and be so kind as to observe the terms of use.
Have fun!

Actinia wristwarmers Actinia headband Actinia ring Actinia brooch 
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1 You can find cocoknits Worm Scarf at http://cocoknits.com/knit/garments/accessories/wormscarf.html
2 See the Wikipedia entry about Actiniae at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actiniaria
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Actinia Terms of use

Terms of use

All content (text, pictures, etc) of this document is protected by copyright.
This document/file is for your personal use only.

You may
- knit items from my instructions,
- adapt/vary the patterns and
- sell the finished items,
- print a copy of this file for your personal use only and
- set a link to my blog entry to tell friends of this document;

- not share this file:
- no (re)sale of file or printed copies of this document,
- no distribution for free or loan, nor digitally nor on paper,
- no publication in internet (e.g. forums, blogs, etc) or any other medium;

- not claim the instructions as your own.

It would be great if you gave credit to unikatissima
- I really would appreciate this! Thank you.

If you have any questions about the terms of use please drop me an email: unikatissima@gmx.de
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Actinia Instructions

Instructions

Working the fringes (Actinia's tentacles) while knitting your item 

The fringes are knitted as 'extensions' of your rows.
If you want to add fringes to an existing item, please check 
the next instructions section.

Begin the fringe by knitting into the last stitch on your 
needle.

Knit one stitch.

Instead of pulling the loop of the last stitch off the left 
needle, leave it there and lay the loop of the new knitted 
stitch next to the loop of the old stitch.

You have now 2 loops on the left needle.
Continue by knitting stitches and laying their loops onto the 
left needle until you have the number of stitches you want 
for your fringe.

When having reached the desired number of stitches/loops, 
bind them off one by one.

On the picture you can see one fringe just before I bind it off 
and below an already finished fringe.
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Actinia Instructions

Adding fringes (Actinia's tentacles) to finished items
This may apply if you knit your to-be-fringed wristwarmer in rounds, or if you want to embellish 
another finished item with fringes.

I show how to add fringes to an I-cord I knitted for the 
Actinia brooch, but the same technique applies to other 
items, too.

Pull a loop through the stitch where you want to add the 
fringe.
On the photo I use the last loop after having bound off my 
I  -  cord  , for the next fringe I will pull the loop through one of 
the stitches of my finished I  -  cord  .

Knit the fringe the same way as shown above by casting on 
the desired number of stitches and binding them off directly.

When you have bound off the stitches, pull the working 
thread through another stitch of your item and bind off the 
last loop on your needle by pulling it through the newly 
formed loop.
- If you want to work more fringes, it will be the 
starting loop to the next fringe and
- if it is the last fringe this will better connect the 
fringe to your item. You can then cut the thread, pull the 
loop through and weave in the end.

This picture shows how I 'knit' with the working thread into 
the next stitch of my I-cord to both better connect the 
finished fringe and start the next fringe.

Here you can see how I worked one fringe in every row of my 
I-cord. 
I think that they would be to closely packed for a wrist  -  
warmer, but they were perfect for my Actinia brooch, where 
I coiled the fringed I-cord.
The loop at the left side connected the last (most left-sided) 
fringe to the I-cord and serves as start for my next fringe.
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Actinia Instructions

Wristwarmers
This is more a description on how I made my wristwarmers 
than an instruction.
Feel free to adapt the pattern and 

- Have fun!

First gather your material.

My Actinia wristwarmers were knitted with
- two different coloured soft acrylic yarns, 
- matching knitting needles (3,5 mm) and 
- as pattern the garter stitch (knit every row).

Needless to say that you can use whatever yarn or pattern 
you want.

I worked the wristwarmer in rows of 13 stitches which go 
from top to bottom and sewed both sides together in the 
end.
While knitting I added a fringe consisting of 10 stitches at 
one side of the wristwarmer for every row. 
Additionally I alternated the colours every two rows (back 
and forth in one colour).
Hint: If you prefer to work your wristwarmers in rounds, knit 
the wristwarmer first and add the fringes later. 

Photo of my finished 
Actinia wirstwarmer

Wearing my Actinia wrist-
warmer for the first time ;-)

Wearing my Actinia wrist-
warmer over woolen gloves - 
great for cold winter nights :-)
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Actinia Instructions

Headband

I worked the Actinia headband with the same material and in 
the same pattern as the Actinia wristwarmers, but added 
fringes at both sides.
Perhaps it is slightly too heavily fringed!? ;-)

The finished headband:

For the narrow part with the button I casted on 5 stitches 
and worked 2 rows in colour A and 2 rows in colour B.
Then I increased 1 stitch at every side (7 stitches).
I continued this way until I had 13 stitches on my needle.
You must determine your number of stitches regarding your 
yarn and the desired width of your headband.
When I had finished the narrow part I begun working a fringe 
at every side of the headband, always alternating the colours 
every 2 rows. Here I'm halfways through my first fringe…

… and here I have finished my first 2 rows in orange with a 
fringe at every side. I then changed the colour again.

Continue this way until you have reached the desired length 
of your headband, then work the second narrow part with a 
buttonhole (bind off the middle x stitches of your work and 
cast on x stitches again in the next row).
Sew on a button and weave in the ends.
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Actinia Instructions

Ring
This also is rather meant as an inspiration than an instruction.
For the Actinia ring I made an I-cord as the actual ring and 
added lot of fringes as embellishment.
Of course you can use other rings, like a wire ring, a macrame 
ring, a woven ring, a fingerlooped ring, a crocheted ring, a 
kumihimo woven ring, a simple beaded ring, a Peyote Ring, 
etc etc etc3 - you only have to make sure, that you can add 
the loops for the fringes somehow.

1. Knit an I-cord to form a ring around your finger, 
2. bind it off so that one loop remains and
3. sew the ends together.

Knit the first fringe into the loop,
get another loop and knit the next fringe as described in the 
section Adding Fringes.

Because I have knitted my Actinia wristwarmers and 
headband with two colours, I wanted my Actinia ring in two 
colours, too.
Therefore I worked first a couple of fringes with 10 stitches 
in colour A …

…then added some more fringes with 10 stitches in colour B.

3 You can find links on how to make all those links at my blog: Crazy Daisy Ring - http://www.unikatissima.de/e/?p=1529
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Actinia Instructions

This is the finished ring.
I have knitted some more fringes with 5 stitches in both 
colours wherever I found something to pull a loop through 
;-))

Actinia ring seen from the 
palm of my hand

Actinia wirstwarmers and ring - 
aren't they beautiful? ;-)

My Actinia ring also looks great 
worn over woolen gloves
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Actinia Instructions

Brooch
Here also I only tell you how I made my brooch. Feel free to 
work in a different way.
For the Actinia brooch I also made an I-cord. I added a lot of 
fringes as embellishment and coiledthe I-cord then to from a 
round brooch.
Perhaps you like to play around with other brooch bases, like 
a macrame base, a woven base, a felted base, a crocheted 
base, etc etc etc - you only have to make sure, that you can 
add the loops for the fringes somehow.

Because I have knitted my Actinia wristwarmers and 
headband with two colours, I wanted my Actinia brooch in 
two colours, too.
First I knitted an I-cord. It must be long enough to form a 
small base if you form a spiral from.

In every row of the I-cord I selected a stitch where I pulled 
my loop through to add a fringe.
I alternated the colours of the fringes.

This is how the fringed I-cord looked before I lay it in a spiral 
and sewed it.

This is the back side of the Actinia brooch. 
In the middle you can see the tightly coiled I-cord.
All I have to do now is to attach a pin.
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Actinia Instructions

I-cord
There are lots of tutorials on how to knit an I-cord in 
internet. I added my own for you so that you don't have to 
search further ;-)

For my Actinia ring and brooch I worked my I-cords with 4 
stitches, but you must determine yourself how many stitches 
you use.

Begin by casting on the desired number of stitches on double 
pointed needles (as said before I used 4 stitches).

When you have finished knitting a row, move the I-cord from 
the left side of the double pointed needle to the right side 
and begin to knit a new row.
That's all there is to it ;-)
Continue until you have reached the desired length and bind 
the stitches off.
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Actinia What else to fringe? (Project ideas)

What else to fringe? (Project ideas)

Fringe embellishments for bought or self-made
- gloves (at the wrist or all over),
- hats (at the rim or all over),
e.g. the Tychus4 hat at knitty would greatly match my 
Actinia wristwarmers when immediately worked with 
fringes at the rim,
- sweaters, tops etc. (at the rim or all over),
- stockings or socks (at the rim or the leg),
- leggings or anklewarmers (at the rim or all over),
- purses and bags (at the rim or all over),
- collars (at the rim or all over),
- etc.

Fringe your item on 
- just one row,
- several rows
- or totally unordered.

Felt the fringed item.

Knit beaded fringes,
e.g. with one ponybead at every end of a fringe.

Make from fringed I-cords
- earrings or pendants in the way the Actinia brooch 
was made,
- necklaces by making very long fringed I-cords and 
winding them several times around your neck,
- hair scrunchies or hair clips,
- purse handles,
- decoration for glasses, mini bottles or vases or even 
candles (be careful!),
- coasters,
- decoration for clothing by knitting a long fringed I-
cord and sewing it 
- 'doodlelizing' on a scarf, 
- around the brim of a hat, 
- forming flowers to the front of a sweater, 
- to the neck of a t-shirt, etc etc etc,

- scarves by knitting long fringed I-cords and braiding 
or weaving them

Actinia anklewarmer (I used my not 
yet sewn wristwarmer to make this 
photo ;-))

Ok, this is the Actinia brooch 
before sewing, but I can imagine it 
as an earring or a pendant as well.

…and so on ;-)

4 You can find the pattern for the Tychus hat at http://knitty.com/ISSUEsummer05/PATTtychus.html
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